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Davis and Helisek Conquer Van Vleck;
Supreme Court Justice Scalia Presides
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Ch ief

On Thursday January 23, GW Law
hosted the 59th Annual Jacob Burns Van
Vleck Constitutional Law Moot court
Competition Championship. Van Vleck is
the largest and longest running upper-level
competition conducted by the Moot Court
Board.Each year's Van Vleck competition
begins in the fall, when competing teams
write briefs and present oral arguments
on behalf of both petitioner and respon
dent. This year had a record number of
124 participants that argued in front of
practitioner judges.
Joined by appellate judges Marsha
Berzon of the Ninth Circuit and Jeffrey
Sutton of the Sixth Circuit, Justice Scalia
heard arguments from 2L Lucas Hanback
and 3L Matthew Yoeli for the petitioner,
and 3L Christina Davis and 3L Julian
Helisek for the respondent.
Written by Michael Rhoads, Rachel
Mandell-Rice, and Sara Brauner, the prob
lem combined substantive and procedural
questions of law for participants to re
search, evaluate, and advocate. Professors
Amanda Tyler and Orin Kerr advised the
preparation of the problem.
The case concerned the petitioner,
Melissa Kelly, a political activist from the

fictional state of Jackson.
The first issue before the
Court was her challenge
of a government search
and seizure of her laptop
computer. FBI agents
went to her home to in
vestigate an arson involv
ing a religious-themed
memorial. Though Kelly
was not at home, the FBI
agents found her com
puter in the living room.
The agents requested per
mission from her room
mate, Megan Brady, to
take the computer, make
a copy of the hard drive,
and search it for images
relating to the arson.
Brady consented at first,
but later withdrew her
consent, which formed
the basis of the Fourth
Amendment challenge.
The second ques
tion involved an objec
tion to the Government's

See Vleck on Page 4

Lucas Hanback, Matthew Yoeli, Christina Davis, and Julian Helisek competed in the 59th Annual
Van Vleck Moot Court Competition.
Photo by Katie Earnest

Student Concerns Over Graded
Legal Research and Writing Classes Grow
BY ELIZABETH WESTBROOK

Staff Writer

The first year of law school is fa
mously tough. Those nine vicious months
are so infamous that when we tell family
and friends of our plans to enroll, we are
met with looks of "Oh dear Hashem"
and tongue-in cheek gift-wrapped copies
of Turrow's tale of torture. This year,
the class of 2011 was met with a new
invidious addition to the turbulence of
lL-dom: a graded Legal Research and
Writing program. Ushered in by an
administration eager to emulate higher
ranked schools, this marks a departure
from the High Pass, Pass, Low Pass, Fail
system of yesteryear that served as small
but welcome relief when trying to learn
how to write in legalese.
LRW is a two-unit class as opposed
to the three and four unit behemoths of

1L year like Civil Procedure and Con
stitutional Law. However, ask anyone
who's been through it—graded or for
credit only—and they will tell you that
LRW is the most stress-inducing and
time consuming class. This is one of the
arguments proponents of the new graded
system use. They say that since the stu
dents are doing so much work anyway,
they should benefit by having their efforts
graded and weighed into their GPAs. This
argument overlooks that many if not most
students say that having LRW on a pass/
fail system tempers some of the stress it
causes. Furthermore, this pro-grading
argument seems doubly flawed if the class
remains worth a measly two units. If the.
administration is set on adding to the
stress of 1L year by factoring LRW into

first y ears' grades, the least they could do
is to make the weight given to the grades
match the effort put into the class.
These concerns and others might
have been brought before the administra
tion last year had the SBA had a chance to
have its voice heard before the new graded
program was voted in. Instead, the SBA
was given very little heads up and as a
result drafted a less than effective letter ex
pressing apprehensions from the students'
perspectives. That many of the concerns
came to fruition became apparent at a
meeting held in the Senate last semester
as a sort of check-up on the progress of
the new program. At this meeting, the 1L
senators were very influential and helpful
at bringing in the specific problems their
constituents faced.

At the meeting, the 1L senators
enumerated three main areas that the ma
jority of their classmates' complaints fit
into: inconsistency among adjunct profes
sors, adjuncts' accessibility and feedback
under the new blind grading system, and
the effectiveness of teaching across the
board. Under the first category of com
plaints, students criticized the inadequate
communication between dean's fellows
and their adjuncts and a lack of proper
explanation of assignments. The third
complaint referenced dissatisfaction with
classes in which adjuncts read straight
from power points and without ever
articulating concrete courSe goals. This
paired with a longstanding problem at the
law school—that the writing center writ
ing fellows are inconsistent—manifested a

See LRW on Page 6
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Record Ski Trip
a Rousing Success
for SBA
BY TIMOTHY FREY

Staff Writer
This past weekend 180 GW Law
students made the trek out to Snowshoe
Mountain, West Virginia for the annual
SBA ski trip. Although expectations
were high, with tickets selling out with
in a day and three extra cabins needed

to accommodate increased demand, the
trip did not disappoint. Both veteran and
rookie ski trippers report that the trip pro
vided the weekend getaway they needed
to de-stress and escape the daily grind of
law school life.

Edell and Agrawal Win
Giles Rich Competition
BY CLARE CAVALIERO

Features Editor

In addition to the popular Van
Vleck Constitutional Law Competition,
the Moot Court Board hosts a number
of competitions exclusively for GW Law
students each year. These competitions
include! the Giles S. Rich Intellectual
Property Competition, the Grenadier
International Law Competition, the
McKenna Long & Aldridge "Gilbert A.
Cuneo" Government Contracts Competi
tion, and the First Year Competition.
The Giles Sutherland Rich Memo
rial Moot Court Competition is named
after a member of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
who was the most distinguished jurist
in the field of patent law in the world.
The GW Law 2008-2009 Competition
Co-Chairs are Erin Murphy and Smriti
Kodandapani.
This year, seventeen teams and one
solo competitor participated in the law
school's intra-scholastic competition. The
first round took place on January 10, the
semi-finals were the following day, and the
final round was January 13. The chairs
planned a dinner reception to follow the
finals in hopes that it would increase ex
citement about the competition and bring
a bit more prestige to its winners.
The Finalists, Yasmine Tarhouni
and Deborah Cohen, who argued against
Joseph Edell and Christopher Agrawal,
were lucky to have such a distinguished

the Federal Circuit, Donald Dunner, a
renowned IP litigator of Finnegan, Hen
derson, who has argued more patent cases
before the Federal Circuit than anyone in
history, and Dean John Whealan, GW
Law Associate Dean of Intellectual Prop
erty Studies, were given the difficult task
of choosing a winning team. The victors
of this year's competition, who will be
representing GW at the regional competi
tion, were Joseph and Christopher. This
team also won Best Brief. James Watson
was awarded Best Oralist, and Joseph
Edell was the Best Overall Competitor.
Congratulations to all of you!
The Giles Sutherland Rich Memo
rial Moot Court Competition is sponsored
by the American Intellectual Property
Law Association (AIPLA), who pub
lishes the moot court problem in the field
of intellectual property (you all know
what that is, right?). It is divided into
four regional competitions, which will
be held in Houston, Silicon Valley, Chi
cago, and Boston (the northeast regional
competition, where GW Law will send
its winners) on the weekend of March 20
- 22, 2009. The top two teams from each
regional competition proceed on to a na
tional competition. The National Finals
will take place in Washington, DC (how
convenient!) on April 22 - 24, 2009. We
wish you both the best of luck!

panel presiding over this year's final round
of competition. Judge Randall Rader of
the United States Court of Appeals for

Those who made the journey had
an array of options with which to occupy
themselves, from skiing, snowboarding,
and snow tubing, to frequenting the local
bar, relaxing and watching movies, or
simply catching up on some much needed sleep.
There were
also several
group activi
ties, includ
ing a pizza
party Satur
day and a
trip to the
nightclub
"The Con
nection"
that eve
ning.
Casu
alties of the
trip were
low, with
SBA Vice
President
of Program
ming report
ing that only
one student,
Three L Angelle Smith,
suffered a
sprained an
kle, and one
unfortunate
coffee table
suffered an
early de
j SB A Execu tive Board Brett Sheats, Reid Coploff, Rebecca Bianchi. Rahul Reddy and C'hristopher Porter
mise. Accord
celebrate the first night of the ski trip.
ing to Bianchi,
Photo courtesy of Rebecca Bianchi
I believe this

is the first time something has been brokei
during our stay."
Despite the casualties, most student!
had an enjoyable experience at Snowshoe
One of students' fondest memories fron
last year, the local bar "The Connection,'
proved to be an enjoyable experience
once again. According to Two L Megar
Mueller, "The Connection was hopping ae
usual." Mueller went on to note that "ai
night, the bar gets pretty rowdy with all
the locals." Another Two L, Dan Straga,
however found the locals to be a little less
rowdy than last year, as he was not chal
lenged to any fights during his night out
this time around.
Although there was no wet t-shirt
contest at "The Connection" this year,
there were several dance competitions
amongst GW students. One of them was
won by Three L Melissa Colangelo, who
brought home a Budweiser hoodie for
her efforts. The other competition was a
dance off between SBA Senator Elizabeth
Westbrook and the SBA President Brett
Sheats, although there is no firm consen
sus as to who proved victorious in that
competition. According to Westbrook,
the competition "was very spontaneous."
She describes, "we hadn't seen each other
the whole trip. We locked eyes across the
room. He threw a move and I threw a
move back. I threw in a 'crutchie' at one
point. I definitely won."
In addition to frequenting the local
establishments, students also found time to
hit the slopes. According to Chris Davis,
the skiing this time around "was great."
He enjoyed the "perfect conditions and
great company." Although Snowshoe

See Ski Trip on Page 5
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The Right Side of
History

Realistic Expectations
from Obama

BY STEFAN CHACON

BY RYAN BOWEN

Opinion

"We honor them not only because
they are the guardians of our liberty, but
because they embody the spirit of service
-- a willingness to find meaning in some
thing greater than themselves."
Just when I was about to complain
about the cold, I looked across the way to
the solemn statues of the Korean War Me
morial, frozen in time, marching forever
in the freezing elements of some foreign
land where they were sent to offer their
lives on our behalf. I thought about how
cold they might have been marching on
some bitter winter morning, half a world
away from the warmth of home and fam
ily, not sure if they would live to be there
again. I wondered what they thought
about the concepts of patriotism and
sacrifice. I wondered what they thought
their contribution to America's future was.
And I couldn't help but wonder, what is
our contribution?
We cannot be reminded enough that
as we enjoy the luxury of being able to
complain about a few hours in the cold,
someone is about to die for us, someone
is about to take his last steps on his legs,
someone is about to forget what it was like
to see the world through eyes not clouded
by the memories of the horrors of war.

Whatever anyone may think about the

wars in which we are engaged, those that
serve do so because they promised to do
what our civilian leadership thought was
necessary to protect America. They risk
life and limb not just for the cause of the
moment, but for a greater democratic
ideal.

Opinion

"What the cynics fail to understand
is that the ground has shifted beneath
them, that the stale political arguments
that have consumed us for so long no
longer apply."
I would like to think that if the cause
were just, and if my country needed me to,
I would be willing to risk my life as well.
But that day will probably never come.
And as hard as I have worked to earn what
I have, there is no escaping the fact that
most of it was handed to me by accident
of birth on this corner of the planet. In
the vastly predominant human experience
hard work and ingenuity are a mere pre
requisite to survival. Here they are almost
surely a guarantee of success.
What happened on Tuesday was
the culmination of something exceed
ingly rare: a positive ideal fueled by
the common aspirations of millions of
people. Revolutions are born from this
indefinable force. Only the pettiest cynic
is still thinking about the phenomenon
as "drinking the Kool-Aid" or "worship
ing the celebrity messiah." Whether you
like Obama or not, he is at this point an
agent, a conduit, for ideas much greater

than Himself or any man or woman. He

is simply the spark. He was the right kind

of person at the right time, and a million
things fell i nto place for his success to be

possible. He acknowledges as much.
"To those who cling to power
through corruption and deceit and the
silencing of dissent, know that you are
on the wrong side of history, but that we
will extend a hand if you are willing to

See History on Page 5

After the Fairy Tale:
Obama Must Deliver
BY ADAM R. PEARLMAN

Opinions Editor

I ran my first marathon a couple
of weeks ago; I had only observed one
before, the Marine Corps Marathon in
October, which a couple of my friends
ran. That itself was a new experience,
seeing how many people were out there,
giving their support to their friends and
family starting off on their lengthy trek so
early in the morning. But when I actually
was out there running, my admiration and
intrigue turned to awe and thankfulness.
It was not just the support I was getting
from thousands of people I did not know,
but also the instant comradery that I felt
with the other runners, as we chit-chatted,
or just made eye-contact as one passed
another -we were all there with common
purpose and determination; we all had the
same goal. We were about three miles into
the race when I turned to the friend I was
running with and said, "This brings out
the best in people."
To some extent, we had that same
feeling on Inauguration Day. People
came from all over the country, united in

purpose, and hope, and fear, all wanting
to see the same thing. But there were
dark clouds, too, not only indicative of
the times on which the pilgrims are truly
dependent, but also clouds of their own
making. In some areas, the weekend was
like a great rendition of the Wizard of
Oz's "Ding Dong, The Witch is Dead"
(which also had pre-recorded music
tracks). The nights before the ceremony
saw revelers chanting "Move, Bush, get
out the way" to the always warm and
friendly rhythm of Ludacris. Endeavors
of Hope should move us to be more
positive and honorable than that, even
when Change has a tendency to be more
abrupt.
There are two main schools of
thought about President Obama that
had not changed much between Elec
tion Day and Inauguration Day: either
he can do no wrong, or he can do no
right. What would otherwise be a third
category of the "wait and see" crowd
doesn't truly exist; by and large, those are

President Obama took the oath of
office (twice) amid some of the biggest
fanfare that has ever accompanied a
president's ascension to office. Supporters
celebrated his inauguration for a number
of reasons, but for many his taking the
oath marked the end of the Bush Era.
With any change of office, its last holder
leaves saddled with responsibility for
everything that happened on his watch,
good or bad, regardless of whether he
was entirely liable for it. President Bush is
certainly no exception. With the economy
in shambles, on top of the ever unpopu
lar Iraq war, it's little wonder that Bush
exited with some of the lowest approval
ratings in history. Fifty-three percent of
the country voted for Barack Obama, and
even more now support him, including
Republicans. There is little doubt that
a large portion of the country is looking
to the new President to solve all of our
dilemmas.
Unfortunately, this scenario is
unlikely, and no one seems to understand
this more than Barack Obama himself.
Obama's inaugural address was replete
with reminders that his task will not be
an easy one.

From tHe very begiiaoiug,

he made clear to the audience that the

world will not change its course from the

moment he takes office, stocks will not
immediately soar, and employers will

not suddenly welcome back those they
have let go. His chronicling of the nega
tive forces facing our country at this time
stood as a stark contrast to the euphoria
sweeping his audience. As he progressed,
however, the new president used this basis
as a way of trying to inspire his audience
under the banner he used throughout his
campaign: hope.
As the pundits discussed his
speech shortly thereafter, many noticed
that his speech lacked the "Ask not what
people who would be in the "he can do
no right" crowd if they were not petrified
about their job security and the economy
as a whole.
But the President's numbers are
quickly starting to normalize: his approval
rating dropped 15 raw points in a week,
as reality took hold and he assumed real
responsibilities. Even his fairy tale hon
eymoon with the press corps is starting
to wane, as they finally wake-up to his
opaque access and restrictive informa
tion control policies, and as a new press
secretary tries to cut his teeth in the most
perilous of times.
The position President Obama and
the Democratic Congress find themselves
in is quite unenviable. Many Republicans
are thankful that they have essentially no
responsibility whatsoever for national

your country can do for you" type of line;
that is, it wasn't a speech with a lot of stay
ing power. This is not because President
Obama, who is clearly a great orator,
balked at his biggest moment; it is because
he understands the high expectations his
supporters have for him, and the realistic
probability that those expectations will
not be met right away. In a sense, his
speech can be broken down as saying "I
know you're all excited, but let's not forget
that things aren't good right now, and they
are not likely to get better soon, but they
will if we try hard, etc."
Obama's first days in office also
served as his acknowledgment of the
predicament he is in. One of his first of
ficial actions was to close prison at Guantanamo Bay in a highly publicized event.
This action served as a clearly visible
break from the previous administration,
a sign to all that change has come. What
is interesting is the contrast in publicity
given to his lift on the ban against giving
U.S. aid to groups that promote abor
tion. Though just as big a divergence
from Bush's policies, abortion is a much
more divisive issue tban Gitmo. Tbis is a

prime examp\e of X\ve CatcVv-22 \Vval Hces
the nelvjaresident: people want change,

but not in every respect.

Many people

voted for Obama who had voted for Bush
before, and if he takes too much of a
hard stance on ideological issues, he may
face losing their support. On the other

hand, if he does not address the more
politically charged social topics, then he
risks alienating his core base who expect
a Democratic president to represent their
point of view.
Luckily for him, social issues are on
the back-burner until the economy comes
around. If and when it does, the support

See Realistic on Page 5
policymaking, and most Americans prob
ably wonder why the Democrats even
wanted it. Hoping that the members of
the majority party ran for the right reasons
and maintain their noble intentions now
that they are determining the direction
of the country, I say a genuine kudos to
them - somebody had to step up. That
the Republicans were not getting the job
done nor staying true to their platform
principles is what lead to their downfall
in 2006. That election was theirs to lose,
as was the most recent one. And because
of that, it was often said (only semi- fa
cetiously) that if the Democrats did not
outperform themselves last November,
they might as well have just disbanded
the party.

See Deliver on Page 5
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SBA Corner:
Elections for the New
Student Bar Association
BY BRETT SHEATS

Special to the Nota Bene

Hello GW Law! As the spring se
mester continues to roll along, SBA elec
tions are approaching on the horizon.
We currently have our mandatory elec
tion information sessions scheduled for
the 2nd week in February, and election
day is scheduled for February 24th.
On February 24th, the entire stu
dent body will vote online for a new SBA
President, Executive Vice President, and
class senators. All positions are impor
tant to the continued functioning of the
SBA, and I would encourage all of you
to attend one of our information sessions
to learn more about these positions.
Class senator positions are a great
way to get involved with the SBA, even
if you have time constraints that would
make a more involved position difficult
for your schedule. The Senate normally
meets every other week, and the meet
ings are anywhere from 45 minutes to 1
Vi h ours long. As an SBA senator, you
are the primary conduit for information
flow to and from students. Many sena
tors also choose to write legislation to
improve the way that the SBA operates,
or to make trie student body's opinions
\ known to the administration. Should
\ -yowWe vnterested mleammgmore ahout
) an SBA senate position. feel free to talk

( t o y o u r section's current S B A senator,
or get in contact with Rahul Reddy, the
SBA's Executive Vice President.
The Executive Vice President is in
charge of running the SBA Senate, and
is also the only member of the SBA who

is in both the legislative and executive
branches. The EVP has a very hands-on
position in running the day-to-day opera
tions of the SBA and in making leader
ship decisions regarding every aspect of
the organization. This position is fairly
time-intensive, and requires someone
who is dedicated to making the GW Law
experience the best it can be for everyone
in the student body. I highly recommend
this position to anyone who wants to be
centrally involved in the planning and
execution of the SBA events. Students
who already have experience dealing
with student organization leadership,
SBA programming, or other leadership
experience within the law school will
find that experience highly helpful when
confronting the rigors of this position.
Finally, the position of SBA Presi
dent will also be on the ballot on Feb
ruary 24th. The requirements for this
position match those described above
for Executive Vice President. In addi
tion, the position of President requires
a great deal of communication with the
administration of the law school, faculty
members, and leadership of the Student
Association of GW University. I'd be
Yiappy to speak to anyone with questions
about the requirements or responsibilities

of the position via E-mail or in person.
Best of luck to everyone who
chooses to throw their hat into the ring.
Your dedication to GW Law is vital for
the continued success of the Student Bar
Association.

Vleck from page 1.
use of a peremptory challenge to remove
a juror during voir dire. Kelly's defense
counsel argued that the removal of the
juror on the basis of her atheism violated
the precedent set by Batson v. Kentucky,
which prohibited the use of peremptory
challenges based solely on race or gen
der. The question before the Court was
whether the trial judge erred in declining
to extend Batson to include religion as a
protected affiliation.
As students, faculty, and commu
nity members filled the Lisner Audito
rium, people appeared excited about the
program, especially anticipating Justice
Scalia's remarks. "I'm just hoping Scalia
says Special Agent Fickey, that's all I'm
hoping for," noted 3L Jessica Fickey,
whose name was featured as one of the
FBI agents in the problem.
Before the start of the proceedings,
Dean Lawrence gave brief opening re
marks, noting that whatever area of the
law students participate in, they learn to
analyze a set of facts and a case as well
as the ability to persuade. Dean Lawrence
called the ability to persuade a "hallmark
of civilized society" and commended all
four finalists for their hard work, saying
they were "already winners."
Rhoads, acting as Court Crier, be
gan the proceedings with the traditional
opening, "Oyez! Oyez! Oyez!" The peti
tioners' counsel presented their argument
first, with Hanback arguing the Fourth
Amendment issue and Yoeli arguing the
Batson issue. The respondents' followed

with Davis presenting the Fourth Amend
ment issue and Helisek presenting the
Batson issue.
The differences in the competi
tors' styles was apparent, with Hanback
and Yoeli speaking quickly and casually
concerning the problematic points of the
respondent's arguments, while Davis and
Helisek crafted deliberate and thorough
answers. All four competitors agreed
that appearing before such distinguished
judges was the best part about the com
petition. Said Helisek, "Appearing before
that panel was very thrilling. A once-ina-lifetime experience."
The anxiety of competitors and au
dience supporters was palpable through
out the proceedings. The bench showed
little mercy on the competitors, with Judge
Berzon interrupting both sides during
their initial roadmaps. Slight tension was
apparent between Judge Berzon and Jus
tice Scalia, with Justice Scalia frequently
pressing his hands to his forehead, pro
cessing the competitors' arguments and
finding questions. Judge Sutton attempted
to soothe the atmosphere with frequent
"softball" questions and an understanding
tone, though he also probed competitors'
arguments in detail. 2L Danielle Weiner
noted, "Judge Sutton is the type of man
I would want to coach my kids Little
League team every day."
Audience members seemed pleas
antly surprised at Justice Scalia's good hu
mor throughout the proceedings, though
he commanded a strict presence on the

Cuddling Up With Some
Cold Weather Reds
BY JOON SONG

Columnist

Unless you lived in Burns and
never ventured outside, you would
have noticed that it's freezing out
side.
Cold weather doesn't exactly
make a tall frosty beer seem appeal
ing, nor does it make me want to sip
on a chilled glass of sauvignon blanc.
I tend to drink much more red wine
when the thermometer starts plung
ing. Cold weather calls for what I have
dubbed "cold weather reds" - sturdy
wines that fortify the spirit, warm the
body, and go well with winter fare.
Looking on the web, there are
many people who love to drink cab
ernet sauvignon in the winter months.
This makes sense because cabernets
are usually fuller-bodied wines, with
loads of tannins (the bitter compounds
found in grape skins that make your
mouth feel dry). It does not make so
much sense to me, personally, because
(1) cabernets from my home state of
California are pretty expensive, and
(2) most cabernets, I would argue,
need some cellaring to mellow out the
harshness of the tannins.
If you want a good, young, and
inexpensive cabernet, you would be
well-advised to seek out cabernets out
side of California and France. Chile
offers some great cabernets, as does

South Africa (look for those from the
Stellenbosch region). Domestically, I
would recommend Washington State's
Chateau Ste. Michelle's cabernet sau
vignon, which you can get at Trader
Joe's for about $15.00. It's mediumbodied, plummy, and delicious.
If you want hearty, and if you
had a few extra bucks to spare, I would
jump to the Ribera del Duero region
of Spain. Their wines are made from
tinto fino (tempranillo). The wines
of this appellation evoke dry, dusty
riverbeds: they are dark and powerful,
tragic and beautiful, dusky and dry.
One of my favorite wines is the Tinto
Pesquera crianza, which you can find
at any wine store in the area for about
$32.00-$38.00. Can you say "steak"?
If you want equal power but
want to spend about half as much,
stay in Spain with the 2005 Juan Gil
monastrell ($16.00) from the Jumilla
appellation. I found this one to be
big, tannic, and expressive, but with
as much fruit and spice as the Tinto
Pesquera had earth and leather.
We shouldn't be overlooking
France. France has many smaller or
bench. At one point, Hanback inter
rupted one of the judge's questions with
a response that he was about to bring up
Kyllo v. United States, a seminal Fourth
Amendment rights case authored by
Justice Scalia. Without hesitation, Jus
tice Scalia responded, "We don't care
if you were about to bring up Kyllo,"
smiling as the audience laughed.
Helisek also found himself at the
mercy of the justice's humor, when he
dismissed the notion that some athe
ists also believe in God. "I have never
heard anyone say 'I'm a God-fearing
atheist,"' he quipped. At one point
during Helisek's argument, Judge Ber

less-prestigious appellations that offer
great deals. The Cotes du Rhone, in
particular, is an excellent source of
low-cost, high-value cold weather
reds. Their red wines are almost al
ways blends made of grenache, syrah,
mourvedre, cinsaut, carignan—up
to 23 different types of grapes. Two
great examples are the 2005 Domaine
de Piaugier "La Grange de Piaugier'
($9.00-$12.00) and the 2006 Domaine
Clavel "Les Garrigues" ($12.00 $15.00). Both are light- to mediumbodied, have a good balance between
tannins and acid, and possess a nice
herbaceous quality. Wines from the
Cotes du Rhone are often described
as "rustic," and I like to drink them
with anything seasoned with thyme
or rosemary and garlic.
Chateauneuf-du-Pape is a fa
mous appellation in the Southern
Rhone. In the words of wine expert
Karen MacNeil, "these are penetrat
ing, dense, sassy wines that can come
at you with a dagger of earthy, gamy
flavors. They have a wildness to them
a fascinating edge of tar, leather, and
rough stone." I recently lucked out
and discovered that Trader Joe's was
liquidating (pun intended) bottles
of the 2003 Domaine La Roquete
Chateauneuf-du-Pape for $13.99 each
(normal retail: around $30.00). My
roommate and I bought ten bottles. It
is everything Ms. MacNeil has attrib
uted to Chateauneuf-du-Pape wines
absolutely delicious with lamb and rab
bit and a steal even at a higher price
If you absolutely have to drink
a white wine, I would recommend a
German Riesling. Rieslings are typi
cally off-dry (slightly sweet) or sweet,
and have great minerality and acidity.
They pair quite well with Thai or Chi
nese food, and the dry varieties pair
well with sushi and sashimi. One of
my favorites—if you can find it—is the
2005 Ch. W. Bernhard Hackenheimer
Kirchberg Scheurebe Spatlese (whew!),
which .retails for about $25.00. I con
sider this more of an autumnal wine
because it has a beautifully silky, hon
eyed texture, evocative of the first fall
ing golden leaves and cold breezes of
the season. A more common and less
expensive Riesling is the basic screw
top bottle from Dr. Loosen ($18.00):
good, off-dry, and easygoing.
Next time you decide it's too cold
to go outside, grab your beau, a book,
or the remote and cuddle up with a
nice glass of wine instead!
zon presented a hypothetical to show
that not all Catholics are against the
death penalty, using Justice Scalia as
an example. Settling back in his chair
and smiling at the audience, Justice
Scalia interrupted, saying "Actually, I
have taken no position on that - I just
apply the law."
After a short deliberation, the
bench honored Davis and Helisek as
the winners of the final competition.
Davis also was awarded Best Brief and
Helisek took home the award for Best
Oralist for both the final round and the

See Vleck on Page 5
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Ski Trip from page 2.

Vleck from page 4.
overall competition.
"It was so exciting-albeit also
mildly terrifying—to advocate in front of
Justice Scalia and Judges Berzon and Sut
ton, said Davis afterwards. "Julian and I
prepared for months, but I can honestly
say t hat it was totally worth it. The ex
perience was just so wonderful. We are
particularly thankful that so many of our
friends and members of our family could
come support us."
The judges also had comments for
the competitors following the presentation
of awards. Noted Judge Sutton, "1 cant
think one time I had to pull a punch and
I can think of a couple times I wish my
punches were a little harder." He told
them that he believed they were better
than most advocates who come before
him at the Sixth Circuit. As most judges
give that comment at moot court competi
tions, Judge Sutton was eager to prove the
veracity of his praise, giving the competi
tors the phone number of his clerk, telling
them to call when they passed the bar and
ask to be assigned to a case.
Justice Scalia kept his remarks brief,
commending the competitors for their
hard work and the student authors ot
the problem for crafting a well-balanced
problem. He also remarked that it was an
honor to sit with two of the most wellrespected judges on the appellate level,
saying "It's always better to sit with two
judges than seven." Justice Scalia also
advised students, "Don't take umbrage
at hypotheticals." He noted that judges
do not care about the- case or client as
much as they care about the hundreds ot
cases that come after the current one. He
cautioned students to beware of inviting
concessions in their arguments and to
know the difference between malicious
and helpful concessions. Though he de
clined to say that the competitors were
better than those advocates who come
before the Supreme Court — "some are
better, some are worse" - he said that the
process the audience witnesses is just like

(both in name and what they purport to
do), Eric Kantor will likely become the
After the competition, competitors next Newt Gingrich within the next few
and audience members convened at a re election cycles. Just as Republicans have
the Supreme Court, lots of questions and
probing the argument for weaknesses.

ception in the Marvin Center Grand Ball
room, where Justice Scalia spent twenty
to thirty minutes speaking with individual
law students and posing for photographs.
One student in the crowd noted, "Your
opinions have changed my life."

History from page 2.
unclench your fist".
If enough people get behind an
idea, it will surely become reality. This
is so because much of what we consider
established in life is only real because
enough people collectively believe it to
be. Think about borders. Or laws. Or
currency. Or government. If tomorrow
everyone believed that there were no wars,
there would be none. At this moment we
have a choice: seize the opportunity to
transform an idea into reality, or be part
of the force that deflates the idea into a
gimmick.
Most of us have not or will not be
called to risk our lives for American ideals.
But we have all been called to action by
our leadership and by the moment. We
have been asked to sacrifice our time in
service to the community, to take respon
sibility for our actions, to help others, and
to take part in holding our government
accountable. It seems like such a small
price to pay. And yet many will skip the
tab. If it would have been any warmer on
Tuesday I might not have grasped what
Obama meant when he referred to being
on the wrong side of history.

Deliver from page 2.
As it is, they still did not live up to
their electoral potential. And if it turns
out they also fall short on their policies

complained over the past several years
when defending President Bush that the
American public has a short and selective
collective memory, that memory is non
partisan. Democrats, too, will become
victims to it, and if they do not make the
sort of progress they have promised us, it
will be quite a task indeed to remind all
but the die-hard faithful that the problems
we are having are generally ones they
inherited.
Many of those chanting in the
streets last week may well keep their
blinders on and continue to blame Presi
dent Bush for whatever ills we may have
when President Obama is running for re
election (let's pretend that hasn't already
started), but President Reagan's timeless
"are you better off than you were four
years ago" remains fresh in the minds of
many Americans. The President will have
to work with what he has. That's certainly
not a rosy situation, but the most effective
type of change will be making sure that
the buck stops somewhere. Those who
criticized President Bush for years about
not accepting that he made mistakes
would do well to maintain their watch
ful eye on Washington as the country
tries to rebound from this mess. Historic
moments do not always make for good
history.
For that matter, the days since the
new President assumed office have been
awash with emotions. Jenna and Barbara
Bush's open letter to the Obama daughters
did more to humanize their father in the
eyes of Americans than anything else in
the past four years (or longer). And race
relations certainly remain the big elephant
in the room. One can only hope that three
and a half years from now, with Inaugu
ration Day well behind him, that we will
have become a more color-blind nation,
and that, as historic as his inauguration

is "more of a hill than a mountain,"
he found the skiing to be "surprisingly
good compared to last year," noting that
"it gets better every year."
Others decided to tube down the
hill. Two L Laura Farach describes the
experience, "all you have to do is hook
your tube to a lift, and it takes your tube
and carries you up. It's super fun, and
you can all go at the same time attached
to each other. You can go all different
ways - on your backs, on your knees,
on your stomachs. We went down the
mountain over fifteen times in an hour.
It was good old-fashioned fun, I felt
like a kid."
In addition to the great times at
the bars and on the hills, Farach and
several other students noted that the
best part of the trip was being able
to spend time with friends and meet
other students they may otherwise never
know. As Farach notes, "It was really
nice getting to know a lot of the One
L's, because One L's and upperclassmen often don't interact. It was nice
to expand beyond your class." Two L
Kim Clark agrees, saying that, "the trip
was definitely fun like last year because
there were a lot different people from
different groups that you are able to
meet and socialize with."
Perhaps Kevin Budris sums it up
best. According to Budris, "I did not
attend the ski trip last year so I was not
sure what to expect beyond a muchneeded weekend away from D.C. The
trifecta of beer, "West Vi rginia \ocafs,
and fTes\\ faWetv st\ ow, YvoNsiever, \e£x
me with a seiise dreiiphdria (hat I fear
will go unmatched until next year's ski
trip."

was, it will not be the highlight of his
time in office.

Realistic from page
2.
it will generate for him will help him
weather the criticisms that may come
when he decides to address the hot
topics. I expect that President Obama,
whose quick rise up the political ladder
demonstrates his political adeptness,
will understand how to address the is
sues that face him in a way that allows
him hang on to his broad support.
President Bush, who took on divisive
issues right away and in a steadfast
manner, serves as a good example of
what can happen if things don't turn
out well.
Many experts agree that the ex
citement over Bush leaving office, plus
the fact that most people don't think that
things can get any worse will result in
President Obama having a particularly
long "honeymoon." I am inclined to
agree. However, I also feel that if dur
ing that time Obama doesn't deliver in
one way or another, particularly when
it comes to the economy, there is going
to be serious discontent among many
of his supporters, especially moder
ates and conservatives who don't align
themselves as strongly with his ideol
ogy. This is the crowd he needs to pay
particular attention to: not only if he
wants to be re-elected, but also if he
wants to garner support for his social
agenda. He has promised change from
the very beginning, and if things stay
the same for too long, he will lose his
biggest asset.
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Bar Brief: Dean's Fellow
Gathering and Current

Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists
Dear Yunji,
I have a serious dilemma. I think (I'm not sure!) I may have made out with
the guy who sits next to me in Criminal Law during the last Bar Review. Should I
conjronthim about it?
Awake in the Aston

Dear Awake,

Trust Us, We 're Experts
We promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As
future members of the DC Lawyers Assistance Program, we are proud to present a
bi-weekh run-down of DC hotspots. We'll try to review new bars, but this week we re
doing a review of the party thrown by a select group of Dean's Fellows and Current,
the December 8th Bar Review selection.
Before getting into this review, we'd like to re-introduce ourselves to you, our
now faithful readers. Set is a recent graduate of George Washington University and
DC's very own former bar wench. You might have already met her at Bar Review,
since every Friday at least 10-15 new people know her by name and have an inside
,oYe with her. Lisa, fresh from the Chicago working world, is thrilled to be in a new
city, whh new bars. Yon might also have met hisa at Bar Review, especially if she
xorriite tacVed "^o\i and asked for outlines.
Current
JL>cnn's Fellow Fiesta
Case: January 14, 2009 review of a
party thrown by a s mall group of Dean's

Fellows for us, their deserving students. In
the interest of not getting anyone removed
from their Dean's Fellow position, we will
not name names nor give the location of
the party. Let's just say the party locale
had a stripper pole, an excellent selection
of late 90s music (think Offspring), and
a TV that played classic music videos.
One particular host offered to teach us
the Thriller dance if we reviewed his party
and many awkward dance moves later,
here we are.
Facts: The party spot islocated very
close to Dupont Circle and luckily, was
ose enough to our residence to make
e stumble home quite quick. The layout
the location was excellent- well-placed
1 tp cup/beer pong table, easily accessible
ithroom, and there were even snacks.
?ho doesn't appreciate a slice of Serbian
Jew Years cake after a particularly gruelng flip cupmatch? We have every reason
•o believe that many parties have taken
Nace at this spot throughout the year and
nat there will be many more before the
end of the year (that we will be invited to
because of this glowing review).
Issue: Why did we play "your team
lost this round of flip cup so you need to
take a shot of cheap tequila" flipcup?
Holding: Great party. Great guests.
Great hosts.
Rule: We love any party where
booze is provided for free and this party
was no exception. We picked up some
1 wesome new dance moves, got to torture
ack our fellow classmates and Dean's
Fellows other than our own, and we still
made it to contracts the next morning
(well, one of us). We must give a special
shout out to our fellow reveler (and one
of the last 5 people left at the party) who
got called on in Contracts the following
morning.

There is no need to bring the bar room into the classroom. Avoid all mention
of debaucheries past and pretend it never happened. If we were characters from
a 90's prime time drama (remember Felicity and Party of Five?), discussing your
feelings about a sexual mishappening may be natural and constructive. However,
as law students in the year 2009, it is highly likely that talking about the incident
will make a potentially uncomfortable situation into a painfully awkward one.
True, there are more mature answers to your query. Finding them, however,
would involve actually becoming a mature person -a task too difficult to achieve
in time for the Nota Bene deadline. So for now, enter class right before it starts
and leave as soon as it ends. And don't forget to avoid eye contact!
P.S. Your liver called. It wants you to stop drinking to the point of where
you lose your memory.
Sincerely,
Yunji
Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom, or the
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what s on your mind. Yunji
has the answer/

Case: January 8, 2009 Review of

Current, located at 1215 Connecticut
Avenue NW This was a last minute bar
review selection due to the dropping out
of K Street Lounge, so we weren't sure
what the night would hold. Expecting
many free drinks because of a generous
tab, we headed out a little before 9 to
check out the scene.
Facts: Current is a sushi restau
rant/lounge located in Dupont Circle,
close to many of our favorite spots. We
did not get to check out the downstairs as
we were herded upstairs very quickly by
the bouncers. Barely taking in the scene
on the top floor, we raced to the bar to see
if the tab was still open. Gliding in just
before the tab was kicked, we managed
to get several extremely overpriced drinks
for ourselves and our friends. Tab over in
15 minutes? Good work GW Law! After
bemoaning the loss of further free drinks,
we took a moment to look around and
liked what we saw. Yes, the clear bath
room doors were a little freaky, but there
was lots of seating, no one stole our coats,
and the football game was on.
Issue: Why were drinks SO expen
sive?
Holding: After initially being upset
that the tab only lasted a few minutes, we
settled down and really enjoyed ourselves
at this modern bar. But after the third $10
drink, we realized it was time to go and to
cheaper establishments we went (or tried
to go to but got denied).
Rule: The drinks at Current were
a little too pricey for the two of us. Espe
cially when drinks were only $2 at Lucky
Bar next door. But overall, a good replace
ment Bar Review selection.
Do you have suggestions, comments,
concerns or just need a bar recommendation?
Email us atgwbarbriej@gmail.com.

LRW from page L
huge amount of frustration for lLs.
The second category of com
plaints—those regarding feedback and
blind grading—is perhaps the most
complicated and anger-provoking among
first-years. The problem is how to imple
ment a blind grading system in a class
of twelve while still offering feedback on
assignments before they're due, and then
how do you curve small sections fairly
against one another. There are forty-five
LRW sections all being curved against
each other without anyone reading every

single memo. This yielded distrust last
semester that grades would be distrib
uted to accurately reflect students' work.
Deans Fellow Arsenio Roderiguez says he
was impressed however, with how evenly
dispersed the grades came out. He says
that even the multiple choice online exam
yielded a perfect bell curve and that only
a handful of students' grades had to be
reexamined by Professor Clark, who is the
Associate Professor of the LRW Program,
before being finalized and submitted.
This success may assuage some

See LRW on Page 7

Hearsay
Function: noun
1 : s ome random evidence term
2 : hi larious statements made around <SW L aw

Overheard in Constitutional Law:
Re: Roe v. Wade -" I don't know if any of you watch
90210 - but tonight's episode, it's right there!"
Overheard in Trusts and Estates:
Re: Mental ca pacity to make a will - "Testamentary
capacity is like a Snickers bar, full of nuts. And in sane
delusion, well, that's like an Almond Joy - just one nut."
Overheard in the hard lounge:
With a million people, it d oesn't matter if you 're
naked because they're so close together."
Hear something funny in c lass or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabenegw@gmail.com
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De Novo Days

My Kingdom for a Bullhorn
"Well, that could have gone more
smoothly," I said to myself as I stood by
the Reflecting Pool, shaking from a recent
adrenaline infusion, several hundreds of
thousands of my closest friends surround
ing me.
I had just survived my first stam
pede.
I was not eager to experience a
second.
I had arrived at the Mall at roughly
7:15am, Silver ticket in hand, quite excited
to see the big swearing-in ceremony. Part
of it was, of course, the historic nature of
the event; part of it was that this, for the
first time in my voting life, was a president
elect I had actually supported. Note that
I do not say "voted for;" the great state
of Ohio did not see fit to send me my
absentee ballot. Maybe next time.
Anyway, regardless of my political
alignment, through a series of deft ma
neuvers and complete coincidences, I had
managed to secure that Silver ticket from
a Michigan congressman. My parents'
congressman, to be specific.

With four other doughty Silvers, I
had made my way to the north side of
the Mall, walked the 395 tunnel to the
south side, and gotten into the Silver
line about two blocks from the alleged
Silver checkpoint (not to be confused
with the actual Silver gate, which was
another two blocks ahead). As we
inched forward, two of my fellows
were lost in a crush of humanity; the
remaining three of us cleared the Silver
checkpoint with perhaps an hour and a
half to spare before the ceremony was
to begin.
And then we stopped moving
entirely.
Well, that's not true. We probably
did move about 25 yards over the next
hour and twenty minutes, but that was
about it. Still, by 11:20am, I, along with
Maureen, had a pretty good view of the
Capitol (another of our group had been
separated from us by that point).
We also had a pretty good view of
the area we were supposed to be stand
ing in, and it was far, far, far from being

LRW from page 6.
fears t hat the grading system would be
completely unfair, but students are likely
:o remain unhappy unless the issue of
eedback is resolved. Deans Fellows and
ILs report miscommunications between
3rofessor Clark and the adjuncts about
whether they were allowed to give feed
back, given that the grading is supposed
:o blind. The concern is that adjuncts
would recognize the work of students
whose memos they read and commented
on a nd that this would affect their final
grading and dismantle the idea of a blind
grading system.
In response to the Senate meeting,
SBA President Brett Sheats met with Pro
fessor Clark and she addressed this issue
among others. She assured Sheats that
adjuncts were allowed to give feedback
and that she would work to improve com
munication within the program. Sheats
says he was pleased with Professor Clark's
receptiveness to our complaints, but was
disappointed that he had been unable to
elicit much in the way of constructive
criticism from the Deans Fellows and
adjunct professors, to whom he had ap
pealed before the meeting. Because of this
dearth of input, Sheats fears that he was
unable to bring all of the issues that need
resolving to Professor Clark's attention,
and he also fears that without everyone
involved in the program working towards
solutions, nothing will be resolved. He is
persisting on however, planning a meeting
with Dean Morrison this very week and
is drafting a letter to the 1L class to keep
them informed.
Implementing the new grading
policy met with some unexpected logisti
cal issues that probably hindered its suc
cess. Namely, Professors DeSanctis and
Murray both left George Washington to
pursue other projects, leaving the large
task of overhauling and overseeing the
LRW program in the hands of Professor
Clark—who is only in her second year
here. It took three professors to run the
established and ungraded LRW program,

so it was perhaps hasty to think a new
and more complicated system should be
left in the hands of one new professor.

One Dean's Fellow who wishes
to remain anonymous suggests that
because"the law school suddenly found
itself without a sufficient number of
faculty members, they would have
been better off postponing the program
or using this year as a test year. For
instance, the school could have started
grading everything and trying to curve
across the sections, but in the end just
used those grades to correspond to low
pass, pass and high pass designations.
This way the kinks could have been
hammered out without treating this
year's ILs like guinea pigs in a flawed
experiment.
The administration was mainly
taking cues from top tier law schools
that grade their LRW, probably in an at
tempt to improve our placement the per
petual rankings race. But the ineffectual
and unfair implementation of this new
system could have the opposite effect.
With an unhappy 1L class that doesn't
feel it is learning legal writing but does
feel shafted by the administration, our
rankings could slip. There isn't much in
law school more important that learn
ing to write like an attorney, and if word
gets out that we aren't teaching our stu
dents to do that, the US World Report is
unlikely to be ki,nd. Still, things appear
to be improving. 1L Section 12 Senator
Navdeep Singh says, "Students appre
ciate the program's attempt to provide
corrective oversight, provide consistent
guidance to the adjuncts and Dean's
Fellows, and provide a clear statement
about the grading policy. The Program
has been very responsive to the concerns
expressed and is taking real steps to
ensure that LRW is a good educational
experience."

anywhere near full. As the minutes had
crept by, t his had gradually raised the
irritation of the Silvers who could see
this, although everyone was remaining
pretty philosophical.
I now must take a moment to
explain the spatial configuration that
faced me at that point. I wa s facing
North on the West half of Third Street;
Mo was directly in front of me, and a
woman in a wheelchair was directly in
front of her. To our immediate left, a
metal barricade. Beyond that, the East
half of Third Street, with some low con
crete blocks and two security guards.
Beyond that, two plastic mesh fences;
beyond those, the Silver standing area
and the Reflecting Pool. And history.
At 11:20am, a disturbance: a large
group of un-ticketed persons walked up
the East half of Third Street and, as I
could deduce from their motions with
the guards, asked what the deal was
with all the empty space in the Silver
area. The guard indicated that they
needed tickets to stand there. After

a pause, the group charged the plastic
fences, leveled them, and began pouring
into the Silver area.
The army ofSilvers standing around
me shouted in dismay at the sight of
these un-ticketed persons pouring in to
our area, and accordingly began pushing
towards the area, pinning me, Mo, and
the lady in the wheelchair up against the
barricade. Visions of soccer riots dancing
in my head, Mo and I began shouting
"Wheelchair!" at the top of our lungs;
the press subsided enough for the lady
and her party to move towards a gap
that had opened in the barricade. Mo
and I took the opportunity to scramble
over the barricade; figuring that we had
tickets, and frankly having no choice of
anywhere else to go, we skipped over the
downed plastic fences and arrived, with
a few minutes to spare, in the Silver area,
quivering from the cold and adrenaline
and grateful to have avoided any crushing
and/or trampling.
Here's the thing. At no point be
tween 7:30am and 11:20am did anyone
of a security persuasion do anything to
help facilitate the process. Although I
naturally understand why the personnel
in my areafs) that morning wouldn't want

to answer every time tYtey were sVrouted at

by some peeved crowd member, 1 firmly

believe that if one security guard had
gotten on a bullhorn and explained what
was going on and/or told us what to do, a
great deal of frustration and fence-break

ing could have been avoided.
And so, as we move further into
the jam-packed Spring semester, let me
encourage you: if you know what is going
on, for heaven's sake, speak up. It might
head off a potentially deadly situation.

Graduation Will Be Here
Before You Know It!

Buy a Congratulations Ad
from the Nota Bene!
Show Your Love For:
- Friends, Boyfriends, Girlfriends!
- Your Favorite Professor!
- Your Dean's Fellow!
Email notabene@law.gwu.edu today!
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ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

POCKET

That Baja might not be so fresh after three days in the lounge's fridge...

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)
You say "potato," I say "You nee d a Subway gift card."

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

If you thought no one took pictures of that on the ski trip - well, you should
be keeping an eye on Facebook...

law sc ool events

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
Even if you didn't register for pass/fail, you can still sleep through class.
You've got a job...right?

Wednesday January 28

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
The Mock Trial Problem used you for inspiration. Pervert.

Discussion with DC Metro Police Officer Brett Parsons
Interested in learning about what 'probable cause' means to
police officers? Join the criminal law society in a discussion
Lte. Brett Parsons of the D.C. Metro Police. Food served.
12pm, L301

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
I can s ee why people gchat about you during class.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
Reading 'Above the Law' every hour does not count as an extrcurricular
activity.

Student Animal Legal Defense Fund General Meeting
Come find out how to be involved with SALDF this semester!
5:00-6:00pm, B418.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Avoid people with blue hair.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)
Well, somebody needs to whine about it...and 1 can see you've already
nominated yourself.

SALDF Pet Photo Contest
Stop by the Kelly Counter (leather lounge) to cast your vote
for the Law School's cutest pet with your spare change! Email GWSALDF@gmail.com for more info
L102

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
I've seen the file they got on you in the Dean's Office. It ain 't pretty.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
You have a bright future as a member of the Rock of Love cast.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)

New Faculty Research Assistant Training Session
If you are working as a faculty research assistant, reference

My ADD is acting up this week, check back later.

librarians will be conducting a session specifically for you!
9:55-10:50 am, S301

Saturday January 31

Monday February 2

2009 GW/Georgetown Public Sector Recruiting Program
The interview program is a joint effort between the CDO and
Georgetown's Office of Public Interest and Community Ser
vice. Public interest and government employers will interview
students from all class years for either permanent or summer
positions at their organizations.
8:30-6:00, Marvin Center

"State Bystander Responsibility," by Professor Monica
Hakimi
The International and Comparative Law Colloquium Series
presents Professor Monica Hakimi from The University of
Michigan Law School speaking on her paper, "State Bystand
er Responsibility." Students RSVP to sdavis@law.gwu.edu
12:00-1:30pm, B505

Sunday February 1

The 5th Annual IP Networking Fair
To RSVP for this event, please email your name and class
year to cdoeventsTipfair2009@law.gwu.edu. For questions,
please contact the CDO at 202-994-7340.
5:00-7:00pm, Marvin Center Grand Ballroom

Help Provide Tax Services to Low Income Individuals - No
Expertise Required
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program is looking for
volunteers to provide tax preparation for low-income indi
viduals. Help others in the community and gain experience. If
interested, please contact dberenbaum@law.gwu.edu.
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